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THE BOTTOM LINE

February 26, 2010
As we consider all of the information we gathered from the many sources in this planning process, we find
the same need expressed in multiple ways in all the schools and communities - this is the need for access to
rich authentic educational experiences that value who people are, where they are, and what they bring to
their own learning. We also see that the current system of education is not working for many of our children
and communities because of the false restrictions and constrictions put on education by forces eager to
provide a single-solution, one-size-fits-all approach.
As we look at those issues we see a deep need for access to a higher quality of professional development. We
must give teachers and communities the tools and information they deserve and need in order to create the
environment they want for the kids they love.
To consider how best to do this, we looked at national models of delivery that were brought to our attention
through our educational consultant and from our own associations. We examined a number of very
successful models and came to understand that there is a tremendous need for what we provide. To our
knowledge, we are the only organization in the country that offers a comprehensive, systematic approach to
the educational experience that addresses whole schools and the whole students they serve. We have seen
that our work has unique value - value that is proven by research to be effective.
Our question then became: given the scope of the needs, do we pursue quantity and increase access to more
schools, or do we deepen the quality but impact fewer schools? That is when we came to the conclusion
that we cannot sacrifice one for the other.
It is essential that we address both areas strategically. The only way we can be successful is to first use the
research to deepen the quality, and then build the quantity systematically, by scaling out over time. That way
we will know that we are providing – for all four quadrants of our state – access to quality.
We believe this all comes down to three interrelated elements. We know we need quality; otherwise we will
not get the results we should. We know we need clarity, so that the people we are serving understand the
value of what we are offering. Then we can address the third need - the need for access – as we become a
visible working presence in all four quadrants of the state.
With this plan we can do that – laying the groundwork for a bright future.

Jean Hendrickson
Executive Director
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WHERE WE ARE TODAY
WHO WE ARE
Oklahoma A+ Schools® is the state’s only research-based whole school network with a mission of nurturing
creative learners. From offices on the campus of the University of Central Oklahoma, Oklahoma A+
provides ongoing professional development, an intricate network of support, and an active research
component conducted by university professors. Spanning the state and growing every year, the A+ network
includes schools from early childhood through high school, in urban, suburban, town and rural communities.
From its founding in 2002 until 2009, Oklahoma A+ Schools® grew to serve over 1,800 staff and 19,000
students representing 60 schools in 16 counties in communities across the state. The organization’s hope has
been to make the educational benefits of the A+ program available to all Oklahoma students.

OUR VISION
Education that expands the imagination and stimulates creative living, so that:
Individuals are increasingly self-aware, self-motivated and prepared
to be successful along the continuum of lifelong learning.

ORGANIZATIONAL MISSION
The mission of Oklahoma A+ Schools® is to advance a quality, whole school
experience to nurture creativity in every learner.

OUR SCHOOL LOCATIONS
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OUR CORE VALUES
Relationships
We believe in social inclusiveness including, ethnic, socioeconomic and gender diversity and value actions and
treatment of others characterized by justice, fairness and impartiality. We value the unique contributions of
individuals toward their own learning and for the
We value inclusiveness, fairness, impartiality
enrichment of their communities.
& the contributions of individuals.

Creative Transformation
We value creative scholars, artists, and practitioners dedicated to contributing to a relevant and viable learning
experience for students. We value learning cultures which embrace a self-generative artistic process linking
the self with other and creator with created. We
We value creative practitioners contributing
value the opportunity to expand what educators
to a viable learning experience for students.
know, in order to find out what they do not know
- or do not know that they know.

Connectivity & Communication
We value creating favorable circumstances to encourage network flow and collaboration. We value enriched
learning environments which facilitate the connection of learning objectives. We value access to alternatives
in providing relevant, high quality education. We
We value creating favorable circumstances to
value using creative, innovative communication
encourage network flow and collaboration.
as the vehicle for connectivity.

A Culture of Evidence
We value data-driven decision making and a system which evaluates program effectiveness for continued
improvement. We value development of multiple learning assessments and utilization of multiple learning
pathways. We value self-assessment and positive
We value data-driven decision making & the
action based on feedback and findings.
utilization of multiple learning pathways.
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WHAT THE RESEARCH TELLS US
Whole School Reform
The Oklahoma A+ Schools® network delivers whole school reform through ongoing professional
development in collaborative, research-based practices. The participating schools adhere to a set of A+ EssentialsTM
that includes daily arts instruction, experiential learning and enriched assessment. The Oklahoma A+
Schools® collaborate around curriculum so interdisciplinary concepts emerge that encourage cross-curricular
integration and the use of multiple intelligences to structure learning opportunities for students.

In Their Own Words
A+ really targets multiple intelligences and leveling the playing field for everyone. Then the kids can learn and feel good about
themselves. …The kids often say, “I didn't know I was smart,” and that helps all the kids begin to value and appreciate
themselves and each other. [A+] really helps create a close-knit classroom feeling. – A+ Teacher

Documenting Change
Ongoing research documents changes in the climate of the participating schools that foster an engaging
learning environment. The infrastructure in Oklahoma A+ Schools® supports common planning time,
shared vision, and faculty commitment to the goal of schools that work for everyone.
The research results are clear. When schools are highly engaged in the Oklahoma A+ Schools® process and
implementing the A+ EssentialsTM, they find the following outcomes:









higher achievement,
better attendance for teachers and students,
decreased disciplinary problems,
happier more effective educators,
joyful engaged students,
more parent and community involvement, and
more creative focused instruction.
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WHAT WE LEARNED IN THE COMMUNITY
Consideration of the current situation allows Oklahoma A+ Schools® to identify the areas of greatest
importance and consider the best ways to address them. Input from the community came from needs
assessments, an operational assessment and assessments of public perceptions and awareness of Oklahoma
A+ Schools®. The high levels of correlation between the findings strengthened the value of the results.

PUBLIC AWARENESS & PERCEPTIONS
Awareness & Perceptions
The survey of Oklahoma educators revealed that High name recognition among educators.
High satisfaction among participants.
Oklahoma A+ Schools® has high name recognition
among educators, even those not participating with
the program. Educators participating with Oklahoma A+ Schools® are very satisfied with their participation
and reported that A+ makes their job easier, makes them a better teacher, and they believe it will help student
test scores and GPAs to rise over time.
However, educators who are not involved with Oklahoma A+ Schools® are not familiar with what it does.
The staff also feels the organization lacks a consistent
Low familiarity with the program.
message that is broadly communicated.
Lack of a clear & consistent message.

OKLAHOMA EDUCATION
Characteristics of a Quality Education
Qualified & caring teachers.
When Oklahoma educators were asked what makes a good school,
Strong
& supportive leadership.
the most common characteristics mentioned were qualified and
Student
focused learning.
caring teachers, strong and supportive leadership, student
focused education and parental support and involvement.
However, when asked if these characteristics were present in their school, nearly one-third of the educators
were not sure or said they were not.

Preparation for the 21st Century
In addition, Oklahoma educators all
Technology, creativity, & the arts are essential.
agreed that it was essential to prepare Different teaching connects with different learning.
students for the 21st Century with
technology, creativity, and the arts. Survey participants from the community agreed. They felt that different
teaching styles used to connect with different learning styles will result in higher academic achievement.
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Barriers to Progress
Inadequate time for teaching & testing.
Though educators agreed that it was critical to
Behavioral issues & lack of parental support.
prepare students for the future, most thought it
was not being adequately addressed in their
schools. When discussing their challenges, classroom teachers cited inadequate time for teaching and too
much time spent in testing, behavioral issues, the lack of parental support, difficulties with differentiated
instruction and teacher inflexibility.

OKLAHOMA A+ PROGRAMS & OPERATIONS
Organizational Strengths
Those involved with Oklahoma A+ Schools® felt the
Professional development.
organization’s greatest strengths is their education of the
Education of the whole child.
whole child, focus on arts integration and ability to
Customized support for each school.
strengthen ties with the community. Professional
development and customized support for each school are also highly valued. The staff of Oklahoma A+
Schools® felt that the greatest strengths are leadership, staff, fellows, partnerships and the ability to
collaborate across all boundary lines.

Organizational Challenges
The greatest challenges discussed by Oklahoma A+
Challenge of operating statewide.
Schools® participants were operating the program
Maintaining A+ team cohesiveness.
statewide, maintaining A+ Team cohesiveness and
implementing the program at the secondary level. The difficulties of the time and cost of travel and the
competition for educational time and participation were also considered significant challenges.

Schools & Communities Not Being Reached
The majority of the schools participating in Oklahoma A+ Schools® are located in urban communities in the
NW quadrant of the state and more than two-thirds of these schools are elementary schools. Rural
communities, small towns, high schools, and the SE quadrant have the lowest participation levels in
Oklahoma A+ Schools®. Interviews were conducted in
Most A+ schools are urban elementary
communities of all sizes, in all four quadrants of the state,
schools in NW Oklahoma.
with individuals with experience at the primary,
secondary and post-secondary educational levels to
discuss these issues.
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Barriers for Rural Communities & Towns
A+ Schools is an “urban” program.

Responses from the community indicated that the reasons for
Challenge of distance & funding.
the lower participation levels in rural communities and towns
and some quadrants of the state relate to the challenge of
distance and funding, perceptions that the program is an “urban” program, a lack of awareness among the
educators, and a lack of exposure and access to the arts.

Challenges in Middle & High Schools
A+ Schools is for “little kids.”

The lower participation levels from middle and high schools
Challenge of high school logistics.
was attributed to perceptions that the program is for “little
kids,” difficulties with the high school scheduling logistics,
teacher departmentalization, and the competition for the student’s time and attention.
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WHERE WE GO FROM HERE

OUR CORE AUDIENCE
A Fundamental Decision
Identification of the target audience is a key question in any plan for growth. After thoughtful consideration
Oklahoma A+ Schools® has confirmed that their primary audience is the instructional leaders who influence
the learning experience from early childhood through high school.

A CLEAR PATH FORWARD
New Insights from Research
From the beginning, the research has clearly shown the beneficial impact of Oklahoma A+ Schools® on
participating students and teachers – but the organization still lacked the means to measure the required
inputs and outputs necessary to create a “transformed” school. Further, there were clear differences in a
school’s outcomes depending on the level at which the school engaged in the transformation process.
With the completion of the five-year research study, and particularly looking to Volume 5 (Recognizably
Different), there are now clear criteria by which to evaluate the quality of a school’s progress based on the
eight A+ Essentials™. This provides an exceptional opportunity to create a clearer path to transformation.

QUANTITY VS QUALITY
The Key Question
We know from our examination of national educational models that there is a tremendous need for what we
provide. To our knowledge we are the only organization in the country that offers a comprehensive,
systematic approach to the educational experience that addresses the whole school and the whole students
they serve. We have seen that our work has unique value - value that is proven by research to be effective.
Our question then becomes: do we pursue quantity providing access to more schools, or do we deepen the
quality while impacting fewer schools? Clearly there is a need for both. We came to the conclusion that we
cannot sacrifice one for the other. But to be successful – we must do this strategically.
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STATEWIDE GROWTH STRATEGY
Scaling-Out over the Next Five Years
To be successful we must first use the research to deepen the quality (year 1), and then build the quantity
systematically, by scaling out over time (years 2-5). That way we will know that we are providing – for all
four quadrants of our state – access to quality.

Our Statewide Growth Strategy
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OUR PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
OUR OUTCOMES
We Envision
Transformed teacher practice and school leadership based on the A+ Essentials™,
Transformed student learning opportunities that lead to mastery, and
An ever-improving, research-based, effective model of teaching and learning.

OUR FOCUS
For the Next Five Years
YEAR 1:

Strengthen the Core:

Programs:

Operations:

Categories of Affiliation, 3-Year
Implementation, Levels of
Engagement & Secondary Model
Staffing, Technology
Marketing & Facilities

YEAR 2:

Strengthen the Core:
Satellite:
Marketing:

Technology
NE Quadrant
Secondary School Roll-Out & NE Quadrant

YEAR 3:

Strengthen the Core:
Satellite:
Marketing:

Center for Applied Research
SE Quadrant
Technology Roll-Out & SE Quadrant

YEAR 4:

Strengthen the Core:
Satellite:
Marketing:

Model / Charter / UCO
SW Quadrant
Charter School Roll-Out & SW Quadrant

YEAR 5:

Strengthen the Core:
Satellite:
Marketing:

Urban Center Capacity
NW Quadrant
Statewide Presence & NW Quadrant
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I:

ENHANCE PROGRAMMATIC EFFECTIVENESS

Goal 1.
Deepen the Quality of Services
Objective 1: Define existing schools categories2
Associated Costs 1: Staffing, Research
Align 3-year implementation process with research findings and establish
benchmarks for progress over the years in order to build understanding
and quality practice of A+ Essentials™ as schools progress.
Develop a self-assessment rubric and process for member schools to
determine with staff the appropriate Category of Affiliation 2:
Implementation, Participation, Demonstration, or disengage.
Determine the commitments required for identification as a Participation
School.
Determine and document the heightened level of commitment required
for identification as a Demonstration School.

Objective 2:

Develop web-based curriculum mapping tool specific to A+ methodology
Determine a set of quality criteria to define expected levels of
performance

Work with university to establish UCO-sponsored A+ charter school.
Provide ongoing support for the UCO-sponsored A+ charter school

2

Directors
Team

Year 1

Operations
Director

Year 1

Program
Director
Program
Director

Year 1
Year 1

Executive
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Work towards demonstration model(s) of transform-minded schools as
collaboratively determined using research indicators
Associated Costs 1: Staffing, Research

Collaboratively identify and provide for schools to engage at the
“Demonstration School” level in order to provide practitioner-based
evidence of successful practices.
Establish formal relationship between research center for A+ and the A+
Demonstration Schools.

1

When

Expect adherence to assessment and commitment
Associated Costs 1: Technology, and Research

Establish criteria for schools, individuals, and organizations to initiate and
maintain engagement at the Association level.

Objective 3:

Who

Program
Director
Research
Director
Exec Dir,
Research
Director
Research
Director

Year 2
Year 3
Year 3
Year 4

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
Please see Appendix D: Categories of Affiliation for an overview of these levels of engagement.
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Objective 4:

Develop new components for secondary schools A+ process specific to the
unique characteristics of the curriculum and needs at that level
Associated Costs 3: Staffing, Marketing, Programming

Identify and hire coordinator specifically for secondary schools.
Utilize redesigned secondary model in existing high schools.
Utilize redesigned secondary model for new schools, beginning with the
NE quadrant and continuing as roll out proceeds.

Objective 5:

Year 1
Year 2
Yrs 2-5

Establish a center for applied research in imaginative, creative, innovative
learning to connect research to educational practices in the field 4
Associated Costs 3: Staffing, Research, Facilities

Convene current researchers to identify and prioritize questions for future
research emerging from the current reports.
Train practitioners in action research and its application.
Release annual findings from continued A+ researched practice,
positioning OK A+/UCO as a Center for Applied Research.
Convene conference/ videoconferencing to disseminate latest research
and as a training ground for practitioners.
Develop action research component to be utilized by Demonstration
Schools.
Identify and hire a director of research.
Establish an evaluation process for providing formative advice to the
center.
Pilot the action research component in A+ Demonstration Schools.
Issue the first Annual Report of Applied Research Center Activities.
Conduct annual symposia on Research and Practice of Imaginative,
Creative, and Innovative Learning.

Objective 6:

Program
Director
Secondary
School
Coord.
Secondary
School
Coord.

Operations
Director,
Researchers
Operations
Director,
Researchers
Operations
Director,
Researchers
Operations
Director,
Researchers
Operations
Director,
Researchers
Executive
Director
Directors
Team
Research
Director
Research
Director
Research
Director

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
Year 4

Deepen higher education connections
Associated Costs 3: Staffing, Research, Technology

Affirm the position of OK A+ within UCO’s leadership structure.

Executive
Director

Immedi
ately

3

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
Please see Appendix E: Center for Applied Research in Imaginative, Creative & Innovative Learning for more information on
this center concept.
4
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Strengthen the relationship of A+ with the colleges of education around
the state to develop college coursework and field opportunities in A+
theory and practice.
Hire director of research to advance the ambitious and productive
research agenda pursued by the A+ research team.
Position A+ as a setting for convening cutting-edge researchers and
practitioners to debate and disseminate emerging directions in research
and application.
Provide clinical experiences in A+ Schools for pre-service teachers in
colleges/programs of teacher preparation.
Find legitimate cross-university projects for research and study, targeting
interdisciplinary work, particularly within core areas of history, math,
sciences, humanities, and the arts
Provide support for creative College of Education initiatives toward
teacher preparation and practice as they develop.
Partner with the university to develop an A+ charter Demonstration
School site for action research and practitioner training.

Objective 7:

Refine the annual assessment of Fellows’ performance.
Develop a designation of “Fellow Mentor” for those who provide a
higher level of services to the network.
Create an “A List” of best teacher candidates in each geographic location
and expand by region, beginning with NE Quadrant.
Determine qualifications for external A+ consultants and develop a
process for their effective use.

Executive
Director

Year 3

Research
Director

Year 3

Research
Director

Year 3

Research
Director

Year 3

Research
Director

Year 3

Research
Director

Year 3

Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Strengthen the leadership training components for principals
Associated Costs 5: Staffing, Programming

Develop a principals’ toolkit which will provide training tools for all A+
principals.
Develop a mentorship process for principals in the Implementation
Schools.
Connect to existing programs for research-based leadership development
and initiate collaborations with them.
5

Year 1

Deepen the quality of the A+ Fellows cadre
Associated Costs 5: Staffing, Marketing, Programming

Refine criteria for the qualifications and recruitment of Fellows’
candidates.

Objective 8:

Executive
Director

Operations
Director/
Program
Director
Operations
Director/
Program
Director
Operations
Director/
Program
Director

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
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Goal 2.
Objective 1.

Enhance the Clarity of Process
Who
When
6
Clarify the structure of Categories of Affiliation in Oklahoma A+ Schools:
the services and requirements for each level: Implementation,
Participation, and Demonstration
Associated Costs 7: Staffing, Programming, Marketing

Develop a document to serve as an assessment instrument for levels of
engagement.
Clarify how joint evaluation/assessment process will be conducted
Clarify the requirements and expectations of the 3-year process for
Implementation Schools.
Clarify the requirements for Participation Schools.
Clarify examples of best practice and document in 2 – 5 minute video
clips in Demonstration Schools.

Objective 2.

Develop a partnership rubric to assess and evaluate benefit vs. resources
required.
Clarify the mutual benefits of creating formal partnerships with
organizations in the fields of science, math and technology and the
benefits of interdisciplinary instruction.
Foster dialogue and interactivity between content experts in the sciences,
math, history, literature, and the arts to build collaborative connections to
participating A+ Schools.
Work with existing partnerships such as Science Museum Network,
George Washington’s Mount Vernon Estate Education, and San
7

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 2

Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director

Year 1
Year 2
Year 2

Develop clear criteria for accepting partnerships
Associated Costs 7: Staffing, Programming

Define mutual expectations, requirement of resources, and expected
benefits for partnerships.

6

Year 1

Clarify the expectations, benchmarks, and requirements for becoming an
A+ Fellow
Associated Costs 7: Staffing, Programming

Clarify and communicate the requirements and benchmarks for Fellows
rank/Faculty rank/Fellow Mentor rank.
Clarify and communicate the specific requirements for being designated
an A+ Consultant.
Clarify the process for being identified and considered as a Fellow within
each regional area of the state.

Objective 3.

Program
Director
Program
Director/
Researchers
Program
Director/
Researchers
Program
Director/
Researchers
Program
Director

Operations
Director/
Program
Director
Operations
Director

Year 1
Year 1

Program
Director

Year 1

Directors
Team

Year 1

Program
Director

Year 1

Please see Appendix D: Categories of Affiliation for more information.
Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for more information.
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Francisco Symphony’s Keeping Score Education Program to evaluate cost
and benefits and plan for the future.
Develop additional higher education partnerships that put K-12 schools in
contact with higher education for student participation in projects, (i.e.,
OSU Physics Collaboration)

Goal 3.
Improve Access to Participation
Objective 1: Improve access for existing schools
Associated Costs 8: Staffing, Marketing, Technology, Programming
Develop a new A+ principal’s notebook/toolkit to be given to all A+
principals with online availability.
Refine technological networking systems for A+ network members to
include instructional modules for lesson planning, arts integration,
technology integration, etc.
Pursue relationships with higher education institutions offering education
leadership training and make it available to A+ principals.
Develop an online component to complement the mentorship process for
principals in A+ Implementation Schools.
Work to offer intern teaching experiences in A+ Demonstration Schools.

Objective 2:

Operations
Director/
Program
Director

Who

Year 1

When

Operations
Director/
Program
Director

Year 1

Operations
Director

Year 1

Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director

Operations
Director
Program
Director
Operations
Work with marketing and messaging to increase communication with
Director/
non-OK A+ Schools within the geographic targets in order to add schools
Program
to the network within the quadrants.
Director

Year 2

Year 1
Year 1
Year 2

Increase the capacity within each of the four quadrants to support
growth
Associated Costs 8: Programming, Technology, Marketing, Facilities

Provide training to A+ staff to effectively perform in the new quadrant
offices.
Create technological components for selected A+ training, i.e., New
Teacher Training, Interested Schools Information, New A+ Principals,
Interdisciplinary Instruction.
Grow the capacity of the quadrants to identify, recruit, retain and support
a quality A+ Fellows cadre.
8

Year 2

Improve access for inquiring schools
Associated Costs 8: Staffing, Programming, Marketing, Technology

Build technological capability to reach schools with information, training,
research and partnering opportunities.
Refine the school selection process to focus on geographic and grade level
clusters in the sequence defined by the strategic plan year.

Objective 3:

Year 1

Program
Director

Yrs 2-5

Program
Director

Year 1

Program
Director

Year 1

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for more information.
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II: ENHANCE OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Goal 1.
Ensure Effective Organizational Leadership
Objective 1. Strengthen Board Effectiveness
Associated Costs 9: Staffing
Develop talking points for advocacy and informational use by board
members.
Define essential areas for advocacy, including legislative, corporate,
education, and philanthropic entities.
Establish quantifiable, active collaborations between the entities
represented by board members.
Create a simple assessment tool to provide feedback on board
participation.

Objective 2.

Strengthen Staff Effectiveness
Associated Costs 9: Staffing, Technology

Provide professional development annually tied to job function with
established expectations for measurable outcomes.
Work with UCO’s HR Dept. to modify A+ job descriptions to more
closely match essential staff functions.
Strive to provide salaries at levels that support long term success.

Who

When

Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director/
Board
Chair

Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Goal 2.
Secure Sufficient Funding
Who
When
Objective 1. Approach selected Oklahoma Legislators to educate them on the value of
Oklahoma A+ Schools® to the future of Oklahoma’s children
Associated Costs 9: Staffing, Marketing
Request state line item increase in funding to support network strategic
plan, using research findings in support of request.

Executive
Director

Year 1

Cultivate relationship with Oklahoma State Department of Education as a
contract service provider for Oklahoma schools’ professional
development needs.

Executive
Director/
Operations
Director

Year 1

Objective 2.

9

Develop a relationship with incoming 2011 OK State Superintendent of
Schools to ensure she or he understands the role of Oklahoma A+ Schools®
and its place in the State Education Budget
Associated Costs 9: Staffing, Marketing

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview
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Objective 3.

Establish Oklahoma A+ Schools as a distinct funding opportunity through
UCO’s Office of Advancement
Associated Costs 10: Staffing

Clarify the university’s responsibility and the role of advancement staff.
Establish a timeline for formalizing the role of the university’s
development office in supporting funding for OK A+ as a unit on
campus to receive consideration in campus-wide funding plans.
Identify the member of the advancement team who will be liaison for
Oklahoma A+ Schools® funding.
Work collaboratively with this individual to identify strategies to cultivate,
solicit and steward all major donor prospects whether they are individuals,
foundations or corporations.
Work with UCO’s Office of Advancement to ensure ongoing availability
of sufficient funding and align messaging with UCO’s mission and goals.

Objective 5.

Executive
Director/
UCO VP
Executive
Director/
UCO VP
Executive
Director

Year 1

Executive
Director

Year 1

Executive
Director/
UCO VP

Year 1

Year 1

Year 1

Continue to research and pursue funding opportunities that could provide
long-term support for the goals and objectives of Oklahoma A+ Schools®
Associated Costs 10: Staffing

Write and submit a successful i3 proposal to the US Department of
Education for up to $30 million.
Cultivate and continue funding relationships with philanthropic donors
who are invested in providing transformational educational opportunities
for Oklahoma’s children.

Executive
Director/
Operations
Director
Executive
Director/
Operations
Director

Year 1

Year l

Goal 3.

Secure Facilities that Enhance Operations &
Who
When
Program
Objective 1. Work with UCO to locate facilities that are appropriate for Oklahoma A+
Schools’® Home Office 11
Associated Costs 10: Staffing, Facilities, Technology
Retain the benefits of the educational partnership with UCO that provides
pro-bono access to administrative office space, accessible dedicated
parking, and loading access for program materials. Ensure any space used
meets all fire safety codes. Consider written agreement to describe this
relationship.
Complete formal inventory of furniture, fixtures, and equipment in
current A+ spaces.
Work with UCO to identify offices that will provide 3,500 square feet of
space with five (5) enclosed offices that provide acoustical privacy.

10
11

Executive
Director/
Operations
Director
Executive
Director/
Operations
Director
Executive
Director/
Operations
Director

Year 1

Year 1

Year 2

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.

Please see Appendix C: Facility Review & Requirements for the detailed analysis of needs.
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Ensure that needed renovations (including mechanical, electrical and
plumbing) and essential furniture, fixtures and equipment are budgeted
and fully funded.
Collaborate with UCO to secure space with a conference room that can
accommodate at least 20 people with current A/V and teleconferencing
capabilities.
Include a second enclosed conference room that can accommodate 20
people and that can also be used periodically for a work room to assemble
large quantity of teaching materials. It should be adjacent to a store room
for educational and creative materials.
Maintain at least six workstations for home office staff. Include at least
four “guest workstations” for staff assigned to field offices and visiting
researchers.

Objective 2.

Executive
Director/
Operations
Director
Executive
Director/
Operations
Director
Executive
Director/
Operations
Director
Executive
Director/
Operations
Director

Establish Field Offices in the Four Quadrants of Oklahoma
Associated Costs 12: Staffing, Capital, Facilities, Technology

Identify educational and/or community partners in each quadrant who
will provide pro-bono one or two-person field offices.
a. NE Quadrant
b. SE Quadrant
c. SW Quadrant
a. NW Quadrant
Provide adequate furniture/fixtures/equipment for performance of job
functions in quadrant offices.

Executive
Director
Exec. Dir.
Exec. Dir.
Exec. Dir.
Exec. Dir.
Operations
Director

Year 2

Year 3

Year 3

Year 3

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Yrs 2–5

Goal 4.
Expand Staffing to Meet Goals for Growth
Who
When
Objective 1. Ensure staffing level is appropriate for addressing strategic growth goals 13
Associated Costs 12: Staffing, Marketing, Technology
Add staff to address the focus of strengthening the core organization in
accounting, technology, and the secondary school model.
Add staff to address the focus of providing a satellite office presence in
the NE Quadrant.
Add staff to address the focus of strengthening the core capacity in
creative education research and providing a satellite office presence in the
SE Quadrant.
Add staff to address the focus of providing a satellite office presence in
the SW Quadrant.
Add staff to address the focus of providing a satellite office presence in
the NW Quadrant outside of the urban center.

12

13

Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
Please see Appendix A: Staffing Projections for staff additions by year & quadrant.
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Goal 5.
Improve Marketing & Communications
Who
When
Objective 1. Solidify the A+ Brand by using the name wholly and consistently in all
public communication
Associated Costs 14: Staffing, Marketing, Technology
Solidify and communicate the brand standards for logo, colors, font, and
graphics and ask all associates to adhere to it.
Train all Oklahoma A+ Schools® staff on key messages.
Establish and communicate voluntary branding guidelines for participating
schools.

Objective 2.

Increase awareness of Oklahoma A+ Schools®
Associated Costs 14: Staffing, Marketing, Technology

Update the organization’s website to incorporate brand standards and key
messages, add case studies and testimonials, and simplify academic
language.
Work with a website designer to build a new website that incorporates
new content, consistent design, improved navigation and expanded
functionality.
Improve and expand marketing materials to include: “shell” brochure,
information packet, window clings/creative display/poster, weekly
folders, tradeshow booth, customized newsletter/e-blast, annual report.

Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director

Year 1
Year 2

Operations
Director

Year 1

Operations
Director

Year 1

Operations
Director

Year 1
Year 2

Executive
Director
Executive
Improve media relations by building relationships, developing news stories
Director/
and opinion editorials, including visuals, and customizing materials for
Operations
local markets.
Director
Increase the utilization of social media by participating in social media
Operations
conversations and establishing online presence as appropriate. (i.e.,
Director
Facebook, Twitter)
Focus participation on education events that offer exposure to key target
audiences and geographic locations, maximize opportunities for
All staff
engagement with attendees, and increases participation of A+ Fellows and
Faculty.
Strengthen the organization’s relationships with higher education through Executive
targeted communications.
Director
Support the organization’s fundraising efforts by educating potential
funders about the organization, creating lists of funders and prospects in
Executive
each quadrant, demonstrating program outcomes, and inviting prospects
Director
®
to observe Oklahoma A+ Schools education in the classroom.
Develop a calendar of speaking engagements.

14

Year 1

Year 1
Year 2

Year 2

Year 2
Year 2
Year 2

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
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Objective 3. Clearly communicate the standards to all participating schools
Associated Costs 15: Staffing, Technology, Marketing
Develop customized packets for each participation level to help schools
take the steps necessary to participate in A+ Schools’ offerings.
Increase follow-through by having A+ Staff follow up and provide
support materials.
Move towards a 75% evaluation participation rate by creating an easy-touse evaluation tool.
Increase support of school self-assessment by evaluating and improving
the methods for use of the self-assessment packets as an adjunct to the
one-on-one time with A+ Fellows and Staff.

Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director

Communicate to current Fellows the outcomes they have helped to
achieve in Oklahoma A+ Schools® .
Send letters and information packets, created by program staff, to “A
List” teachers inviting them to be A+ Fellows.

Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director
Program
Director

Objective 4.

Year 1
Year 2
Year 2

Develop and maintain a system to support effective communications and
recruitment of high quality A+ Fellows
Associated Costs 15: Staffing, Programming, Marketing, Technology

Host periodic Fellows receptions for interest and networking.
Support communications with Fellows receiving Educators Newsletter.

Objective 5.

Operations
Director

Year 1

Strengthen communications with participating schools
Associated Costs 15: Staffing, Technology

Year 1
Year 1
Year 2
Year 2

Strengthen the lines of communication between Oklahoma A+ Schools®
and participating schools in order to increase customer satisfaction, retain
schools, and inspire them to increase their transformation.

Operations
Director

Year 1

Increase communications with non-participating schools in the geographic
targets so that those schools with a high interest in transformation will
seek out information from Oklahoma A+ Schools®.

Operations
Director

Year 2

Publicly “launch” secondary model within six months of its revision
completion.

Operations
Director

Year 2

Meet with candidates for Oklahoma Superintendent of Education and
Gubernatorial candidates by summer 2010 to give them A+ updates,
provide talking points about A+ and ask them to strengthen the
relationship when they take office.

Executive
Director

Year 1

Objective 6. Connect with schools that are ready
Associated Costs 15: Staffing, Programming, Marketing, Technology

Objective 7. “Roll Out” the secondary school component
Associated Costs 15: Staffing, Programming, Marketing
Objective 8.

15

Enhance support from the Oklahoma Department of Education and the
Governor’s Office
Associated Costs 15: Staffing, Marketing

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
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Goal 6.
Objective 1:

Increase Organizational Capacity to Utilize
Technology Effectively
Prepare for a transition to a redesigned website
Associated Costs 16: Marketing, Technology

Who

When

Contract with technology specialist to connect technology to innovative
learning environments.
Utilize technology specialist as liaison between web designer, university
technology department, and A+ Schools.
Conduct an environmental scan of existing technology capacity of A+
Schools office and member schools

Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director

Work with UCO’s technology department to maximize use for specific
OK A+ needs.

Operations
Director

Year 1

Operations
Director

Year 1

Update logos and incorporate brand standards and simplify language.

Objective 2:

Objective 3:

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Work with a web designer to build and program a website that is
customized for Oklahoma A+ Schools’ functionality requirements,
connecting to the marketing and messaging
Associated Costs 16: Marketing, Technology
Establish web-based tools to provide maximum benefit for consistent
quality and access
Associated Costs 16: Staffing, Technology

Establish Moodle platform as aggregations site to embed other web-based
applications and track the entire process, including design and ongoing
technical support.
Secure Adobe Connect for video conferencing capability (flash system
with no clients to download.)
Link and upgrade existing web-based communication tools such as
NING, Google Docs.

Operations
Director
Operations
Director /
Technology
Specialist

Year 1
Year 1

Objective 4: Provide appropriate professional development for staff to build
technological expertise
Associated Costs 16: Staffing, Technology
Plan for staff’s professional development to maximize potential inherent
in a redesigned website.
Recruit new A+ Fellows with specific technological and creative
eLearning expertise to build capacity within staff and network schools.
Utilize expertise in partnering organizations such as K20 to provide
services, recommendations, practices, and networking to A+ network.
Cultivate technology partners for quadrant scale-out to provide in-kind
expertise.

16

Operations
Director
Program
Director
Executive
Director
Directors
Team

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1
Yrs 1–5

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for more information.
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Objective 5:

Provide adequate hardware and equipment to use technology effectively
Associated Costs 17: Technology Capital

Acquire equipment to meet technology requirements for the home office.
Provide sufficient technology solutions as recommended for each
quadrant office.
a.

NE Quadrant

b. SE Quadrant
c. SW Quadrant
d. NW Quadrant

Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director
Operations
Director

Goal 7.
Strengthen Operational Efficiency
Who
Objective 1. Examine and update policies and procedures for OK A+ office
Associated Costs 17: Staffing
Build operational procedures that allow for collaboration while avoiding
redundancy in order to maintain efficient time utilization.
Develop operating procedures for financial tracking, invoice payment,
purchasing, etc. that align with UCO’s accounting policies and are
supported by QuickBooks for office dissemination.
Determine departments on campus and partnering organizations that
provide exceptional services at low/no cost and routinize their use for
day-to-day operations.
Establish clear lines of communication so that internal communications
are clear and efficient.
Establish clear lines of communication that will facilitate smooth roll-out
of quadrant offices.
Examine and evaluate flow of work between and within departments and
align job assignments with job descriptions.

17

Year 1
Year 2
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

When

Directors
Team

Year 1

Directors
Team

Year 1

Directors
Team

Year 1

Directors
Team
Directors
Team
Directors
Team

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Please see Appendix B: Budget Overview for additional information.
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WHAT IT WILL TAKE TO GET IT DONE

EXPANDED STAFFING
Over the next five years Oklahoma A+ Schools® expects the number of schools participating in the program
to more than double from 58 to 123 schools. To accomplish this growth, while still maintaining the quality
of the program, the organization’s staff is also projected to grow from under 10 to a total of 21 FTE.
In the first year, the focus will be on building organizational capacity by strengthening the core staffing in the
home office. Then, in years two through five, the focus will be on establishing satellite offices to serve each
of the four quadrants of the state. During this time the number staff working in the schools and satellite
offices will increase from 4 to 17 full or part-time professionals. Full details on specific staff positions, their
locations around the state and their job responsibilities, can be found in Appendix A: Staffing Projections.

BUDGET PROJECTIONS
To accomplish these growth objectives, it is estimated that over the next five years, the organization’s budget
will need to double from approximately $1 million to slightly more than $2 million. It will be essential that
Oklahoma A+ Schools® is successful in securing sufficient funds and in-kind contributions to meet the
staffing, technology, marketing, facilities, capital, programming and research objectives of this plan.
Oklahoma A+ Schools® will continue to work closely with the University of Central Oklahoma and the other
generous funders who partner with them in support of this critical work. In addition, Oklahoma A+
Schools® will continue to investigate and pursue federal grant opportunities that match the project focus of
this plan. An overview of the five year budget projections is included in this plan as Appendix B: Budget
Overview. Detailed financial projections can be found in the Supporting Documents under Financial Plans.

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
Currently Oklahoma A+ Schools® uses three kinds of facilities: a home office housing all the administrative
staff; either private or state education system off-site training facilities for major annual training and
conference events; and Oklahoma A+ Schools® classrooms for on-site training and consultation.
The current home offices are minimally sized for the current staff and program activities, leaving no
“breathing room” to add staff, storage or to conduct activities involving non-staff participants. To
accommodate the growth and program activities projected to take place over the next five years, it will be
essential to address these needs. Oklahoma A+ Schools® should begin no later than year 2 to work with the
University of Central Oklahoma to identify a new location. Additional information is included in the report
as Appendix C: Facility Review & Requirements.
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___________________________________ Appendix E: Center for Applied Research

Center for Applied Research in Imaginative, Creative, and Innovative Learning
Oklahoma A+ Schools proposes to create, in cooperation with its university, foundation, and government
partners, a National Center for Applied Research in Imaginative, Creative, and Innovative Learning. The
Center would capitalize on the extensive and ambitious research agenda A+ has pursued from its inception
five years ago and from its experience in applying research findings in the design, implementation, and
continuous improvement of its whole school transformation model.
The Center is envisioned as a sponsor of continuing research into the nature and effects of imaginative,
creative, and innovative learning, a physical and virtual setting for convening cutting-edge researchers and
practitioners to debate and disseminate emerging directions in research and application, a clearinghouse for
new research and successful applications, and a training ground for practitioners.
Background
The Oklahoma A+ Schools was created as a research-based initiative and continues to generate evaluations
and research studies and reports to guide its implementation and expansion, provide formative feedback to its
participating schools, and present its findings at state and national forums to advance understanding of the
nature of teaching and learning that leads to school transformation. A+ has regularly commissioned teams of
researchers from within and outside of Oklahoma to conduct these studies and make recommendations on
the application of their research to these purposes.
Most recently, A+ commissioned a team of state and national researchers to review the body of findings from
its first five years of activity and to conduct a new set of studies informed by the past work and to probe
more deeply into the qualities and characteristics of A+ principles and practices that have the greatest power
to transform schools. Five volumes of this new research will be published in 2010.
In addition to support from private funders, Oklahoma A+ Schools has been recognized and funded by the
state of Oklahoma and the federal government for its evidence-based design and impact on teaching and
learning in an array of schools that mirror the diversity of education in the United States. A+ staff is
frequently called upon to present the relationships between its research findings and applications.
A+ also has been embraced as the educational dimension of “Creative Oklahoma” the statewide initiative of
leaders from the state governmental and private sectors to promote initiatives in the economic, cultural, and
educational sectors of the state that will generate an imaginative, creative, and innovative workforce and
citizenry to create its future.
The state and national credibility A+ has achieved, through and with the cooperation of its partnering
universities, foundations, researchers and participating schools, positions it as a natural setting for a National
Center for Applied Research on Imaginative, Creative, and Innovative Learning.
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